situation was particularly acute for Catholics below noble or gentry rank. The Protestant Church of England hoped the dearth of Catholic priests and sacraments would hasten the country's conversion to Protestantism. Catholic Church officials worried the Church of England was right. 5 Faced with limited access to priests, how might English Catholics have re-conceptualized their understanding and performance of traditional sacraments? How could clerical and lay roles in these sacraments have been transformed in an effort to comfort Catholic laity without regular access to priests over the fate of their souls while still remaining orthodox? This article addresses such issues by looking at English Catholic re-interpretations of a particular sacrament-the sacrament of penance-in the century after Elizabethan reform. I examine literature published for English Catholic laypersons by English Catholic clerics in pastoral efforts to minister to believers they would likely never see. Such authors advised Catholics how to confess and receive absolution without a priest, a suggestion that would seemingly violate Catholic doctrine and perhaps sounds suspiciously akin to a "priesthood of all believers." To advocate such an opportunity, the authors of such works evinced a remarkable degree of practicality and a willingness to stretch the functions of the sacrament of penance rather than display strict adherence to the institutional form. They legitimized their efforts by appealing to the church's modus operandi of allowing alternative means to receive saving grace in cases of extreme emergency, all while remaining firmly within the orthodoxy of the Roman Church.
Some English Catholic authors began counseling those who struggled under the "Burden of a Troubled or an Affrighted Conscience" to construct oneon-one relationships with God so that they might examine their consciences, confess directly to God, judge themselves, receive absolution from God, and perform self-imposed penance. Examinations of conscience were not new, but these authors now emphasized them instead of the traditional confession to and absolution by a priest in sacramental confession. Self-judgment and self-imposition of penance were new. A priest traditionally judged and absolved the penitent and ordered penance so the penitent could atone for any sins. These authors-clerics themselves-stepped into the void created by the frequent physical absence of priests in England. They advocated that laypersons confess directly to God, open themselves to God's will, and impose judgment and penance upon themselves accordingly. God would reward such efforts and purify the souls of the penitents. Authors assured readers of this in language strikingly similar to wording used to describe the benefits of sacramental penance. English Catholics were asked to alter traditional understandings of penance. They were asked to perform this new knowledge not in the public space of a church but in their homes, bodies, and minds, yet still under clerical direction. Authors strove to validate these new understandings about penance as orthodox and to advertise the benefits of such acts to believers. Although understandably rare, evidence does exist that these messages resonated with English Catholic laypersons suffering from troubled consciences.
Although precedent for such re-interpretations of the forms of penance can be extrapolated from certain late medieval sermon collections, the degree to which English Catholic authors extend the logic and justification for their new practices is novel. It differs from late medieval teachings on penance in England, as well as post-Tridentine and Protestant models of penitential practice and understanding. These authors thus contribute alternative and previously unexplored viewpoints to the vibrant negotiations over penitence, forgiveness, and salvation engaged in by many stakeholders, both Catholic and Protestant, during the Reformation era. As Katharine Jackson Lualdi and Anne Thayer have identified, different understandings of penitence played a large role in the religious lives of lay Christians as well as clerics from the fifteenth to the seventeenth centuries. Its importance extended "beyond a concern for individual sin and salvation to the heart of Catholic and Protestant self-definition and communal identity." 6 This analysis sheds light on English Catholic contributions to these debates and broadens scholars' conceptions of what it meant to be Catholic in Reformation England and Europe.
Additionally, English Catholics' re-negotiations regarding the sacrament of penance are just one example of English Catholic willingness to experiment with a variety of alternatives to traditional late medieval Catholic practices and newer Catholic directives emerging from the Council of Trent (1545-1563). Their de facto attempts to alter subtly many late medieval and post-Tridentine understandings of penance and the role of the priesthood in this sacrament may indicate a greater degree of flexibility within the post-Tridentine Catholic Church than that with which it is usually credited. Although scholars often describe the religious climate of the Reformation era as one of experimentation and diversity, they are usually referring to Protestant innovations and variety. Historians typically ascribe the opposite tendency to the Catholic Church, as it began to channel previously diverse religious practices and beliefs into more narrow and well-defined categories. 7 This English Catholic evidence questions popular perceptions of the Roman Church as unyielding and inflexible, particularly concerning issues of doctrine, the sacraments, and the mediation of the priesthood.
Finally, this examination of English Catholic re-negotiation of the sacrament of penance traces the contours of Catholic life in Protestant England with greater clarity, focusing on evolution of practice and belief rather than the maintenance of institutional forms. It provides new details about the important role played by pastoral clergy serving secretly within England and the choices the laity possessed to work toward salvation. Certainly, priests' critical work on the English Mission and laypersons' efforts to remain loyal to the Roman faith in the midst of persecution have been well documented. 8 But this study asks scholars to examine adaptations of English Catholic belief and practice in the century after Elizabethan reforms rather than the survival of older practices. Catholics could not simply replicate late-medieval rituals or conform to strictly defined Tridentine instructions on the sacraments. Such directives emphasized that a priest be physically present to mediate for the laity. England had few Catholic priests. But rather than turning to the Church of England for succor, as Protestants hoped and Catholics in Rome feared, some English Catholics experimented with new options.
I. THE CHALLENGES OF PERFORMING CATHOLIC PENANCE IN PROTESTANT ENGLAND
While the Catholic sacrament of baptism removes the guilt of original sin, humans inevitably sin again later. In order to obtain forgiveness and make satisfaction for these subsequent sins, the Catholic Church orders the sacrament of penance. 9 In general, this sacrament can be divided into three stages: 1) an examination of one's conscience coupled with true contrition; , 1976) . 9 In the Catholic Church, penance generally refers to three related practices: the sacramental rite of penance, the condition of being repentant, or truly contrite, for one's sins, and the penance 94 CHURCH HISTORY 2) confession of sins to a priest who judges and absolves the penitent, returning the penitent to a state of innocence; and 3) the assignment of penance so the sinner can make satisfaction for sins committed. 10 Church doctrine, based on Lateran IV in 1215 and confirmed at the Council of Trent, specified that a priest must perform the sacrament of penance. 11 The prereform English church had commanded believers to examine their consciences, confess their sins to a priest, receive absolution from a priest, and perform whatever penance the priest enjoined in order to avoid eternal damnation or the pains of Purgatory and to return to a state of innocence. Although the expectation was that Christians would fulfill this commandment once a year, Eamon Duffy concludes that by the late fifteenth century, many English laypersons began seeking the confessional even more frequently, using the moral precepts taught by confession and penance to guide their spiritual lives. 12 Anne Thayer suggests this was because priests kept the stakes high by frequently preaching on sin and the imperilment of the soul. Sermons then promoted the sacrament of penance to combat this danger. 13 undertaken as a corrective (not a punishment) to sin. These second and third understandings of penance can be part of the sacramental rite of penance but could also be assumed independently. The church typically recognizes five types of penance overall: virtue of repentance, sacramental penance, "any prayer, mortification, or other good work imposed either on oneself or by a lawful superior, performed in a spirit of penitence for sin," canonical penance, and public penance. This study is primarily concerned with the first three types. See Donald Attwater, ed., A Catholic Dictionary, 2nd ed., revised (New York: MacMillan, 1949), 376.
10 For a detailed description of the penitential process, see Thayer, Penitence, 48-67, 93-97. Priests' ability to absolve sin was based upon John 20: 21-3: "Receive ye the Holy Ghost: whose sins you shall forgive, they are forgiven them; and whose sins you shall retain, they are retained." The Council of Trent upheld this passage as justifying the priestly power to absolve sins in the sacrament of penance in session 14, can. More frequent confession, however, was impractical and often impossible even before Protestant reforms in England. In order to minimize the penalties for sins committed since one's last confession, priests and books advocated self-examination and contrition coupled with the intent to confess as soon as possible. They, thus, fulfilled most of the first stage of the sacrament of penance: examination of conscience and true contrition. 14 While pre-reform prayer books encouraged self-examination of conscience, they typically did not suggest self-judgment as post-reform English Catholic authors would later advocate. Instead, the supplicant was instructed to confess to a priest, who would examine, judge, and absolve the sinner, advising proper penance. 15 The Horae Eboracenses, a pre-reform book of hours following the form of the archbishopric of York, illustrated this delegation of responsibility between the supplicant and the priest. In a question-and-answer format, the Horae Eboracenses addressed basic concerns a layperson might have:
What is confession? Confession is the declaration of sin before a priest or any other in necessity.
What should I do, willing to be confessed? Before all things, in thy bedchamber or other secret place, much and often times think by thyself, where, how, when, with whom, how many times and how enormously thou hast sinned, whether in speaking, consent, will, or deed, what good deed thou left which thou oughtest to have done. . . . And when thou diligently be thyself has discussed and considered all things, then go thou to the priest with great reverence. 16 Similarly, such pre-reform prayer books did not encourage self-imposition of penance, as English Catholic authors later advised. This too was a priest's responsibility. The layperson's obligation, as the Horae explained, was to feel encouraged the laity to engage in the penitential process because their eternal souls were at stake, and the laity listened. See also Diarmid MacCulloch, 
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CHURCH HISTORY certain emotions, to resolve not to repeat past mistakes, and to perform whatever penitential acts the priest might assign. 17 The penitent's primary responsibility remained to follow the instructions of the church as interpreted by a priest who was expected to be physically present before the layperson at some point.
Indications are that sacramental confession before a priest was again the norm during England's brief return to Catholicism under Mary I. Duffy, in his recent examination of Marian Catholicism, argues Mary and Reginald Pole reestablished the Roman faith in England according to the precepts of the Council of Trent, which confirmed the necessity of this traditional sacrament. Duffy's evidence suggests the sacrament of penance may have been instrumental in efforts to reconcile the English with the Roman Church. 18 Following Elizabeth's Act of Uniformity, however, most Catholics found it difficult to maintain penitential practices in Protestant England. 19 Some priests working secretly within England attempted to create an environment in which traditional penance was possible. 20 This proved easiest when a priest resided with a noble or gentry family on a more or less permanent basis. Household members, including servants, could confess to a priest with some regularity. Most Catholics below gentry status who did not live in such households experienced only intermittent contact with priests, but many missionary priests tried to meet their needs. The seminary priest Thomas Clarke, for example, reported that he "heard the confessions of many, mostly poor folks" in his missionary work in Durham. 21 The story of Catholic priests hiding in the manor houses of wealthy Catholics and risking death to provide the sacraments to neighboring Catholics of lower rank has been told many times. 22 Such priests considered it one of their primary responsibilities 17 Horae Eboracenses, 34-36. 18 Duffy, Fires of Faith, 15-17, 133. 19 The Church of England continued the act of confession but in a non-sacramental form as will be discussed below. An English Catholic with a troubled conscience could not simply go into a Protestant Church, confess to a Protestant priest, and get the same result as with the Catholic rite performed by an ordained Roman Catholic cleric. To the Catholic mind, there was no salvific grace accrued with the Protestant ritual. 20 As part of what was known as the English Mission, Englishmen studied at seminaries on the Continent and returned to England as missionaries to replace the dwindling numbers of Marian priests. The mission began after William Allen, a Lancashire priest and emigrant, founded an English College attached to the University of Douai in the Spanish Netherlands in 1568. 21 
TROUBLED CONSCIENCES
to offer Catholics the opportunity to confess and receive the sacrament of penance as frequently as possible. 23 The Benedictine Ambrose Barlowe exemplifies such efforts as he attempted to gather Catholics from a variety of backgrounds together for prayer and penance during the early decades of the seventeenth century. One observer chronicled Barlowe's followers' preparations for Christmas, describing winter in the northern shires where Barlowe ministered. Diverse Catholics, old and young, braved harsh weather to arrive at the priest's door. The observer called the visitors "penitents" and commented upon their fervor. Barlowe had erected an altar on which he placed a picture of Jesus and burned wax candles (that he had helped make). The penitents gathered around the altar to pray. The observer remembered:
I have still had a great desire to express how much I was edified in that place by the Pastor and his penitents, who seemed to me to represent the good Catholics in the primitive church. They so truly united in Charity (coming from several places), rejoiced to meet one another in that holy exercise, they spent the night modestly and devoutly, sometimes in prayer before the altar, otherwhiles singing devout songs by the fireside. 24 Even if this author perhaps exaggerated the piety of those gathered, he or she opened a window upon one type of opportunity open to a limited number of English Catholics to be penitent. While the observer did not mention whether the actual sacrament of penance was performed complete with confession and absolution, the observer did make clear that a priest was present to direct the penitential acts that were performed. The priest acted as spiritual guide, leading and structuring a large part of the experience of penance. Moreover, it seems likely that the sacrament of penance was performed considering the importance English priests placed on providing opportunities for this sacrament whenever possible.
Many laypersons wanted to confess. Priests incarcerated in prisons or who visited prisons frequently offered the sacrament of penance to any Catholics present. In the Fleet prison in London in March 1594, for example, the Protestant spy Benjamin Beard reported that a number of Catholic prisoners and visitors had confessed to priests who were present at the Fleet. Although the sacrament of penance had been performed, Beard claimed that the Catholics 
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CHURCH HISTORY had been too scared to have a Mass after they learned that the Protestant authorities had arrived at the jail. 25 Similarly, in his autobiography, the Jesuit missionary John Gerard reported that many laypersons approached him, asking him for help in examining their consciences and setting times to confess and receive the sacrament of penance. 26 But such attempts, however courageous, were impractical in the long term since most Catholics would not have regular access to priests. Medieval preaching in England had stirred up fears about sin and damnation and the necessity of sacramental confession. Church doctrine, as mentioned above, specified that a priest must perform this sacrament. If a priest were unavailable to perform the sacrament or to lead penitential activities such as Barlowe's, what could English Catholics do? Some clerics working in England saw lay Catholics struggling with this dilemma and endeavored to help. They wrote and distributed books to laypersons instructing them how to examine their consciences in preparation for confession and the sacrament of penance. 27 But, recognizing that the demand far outpaced the ability of priests to provide the sacrament, were these pastoral authors advocating confession and promoting penance along the same lines as they had in pre-reform England or post-Tridentine Europe? Upon examination of many such treatises, the answer is "no." These authors negotiated between Roman orthodoxy and the needs of English Catholics attempting to maintain their faith in a Protestant country. As such, we must read these texts differently from the apologetical or doctrinal works penned by English Catholics in exile in continental Europe. Writing for a readership familiar with such restrictions, the clerical authors examined here developed new understandings about sacramental penance that met the needs of the Catholic Church and its believers. In so doing, they added an alternative Catholic viewpoint beyond that articulated by Trent to the heated debates surrounding penitence, forgiveness, and salvation engaged in by all Christian faiths during the Reformation era. heresies of this time, argued that God was not so bound by his sacraments that he could not deliver his grace without them. Radford admitted that it was preferable to make a full confession and receive absolution and penance at the hands of a priest. If this proved impossible, however:
II. MEETING THE CHALLENGE: NEW UNDERSTANDINGS AND PERFORMANCES OF PENANCE
Christ hath commanded that we confess our sins . . . as soon as he can meet with a lawful Priest, or in due time he will confess then; that so Christ's ordinance being fulfilled by means of the Priest, they may be forgiven him. But if man be in danger of death or in such place that he cannot come possibly by any mean to confession before a Priest; then no doubt, if he have perfect contrition and sorrow for his sins, Christ, the high Priest . . . giveth in such times of necessity perfect absolution from sin. 28
Authors such as Radford and the former Jesuit Thomas Wright attempted to show English Catholics how to use what religious tools they still possessed to achieve this "perfect contrition and sorrow" to answer to God directly for their sins so that they would be granted "perfect absolution from sin." As Wright proposed in his The Passions of the Mind in General, God gave man many "internal gifts"-such as faith, hope, charity, and the grace of the Holy Spirit-with which man may combat sin and redeem himself. Similarly, God provided excellent examples-such as the scriptures and the lives of the saints-to show man how to "die to old Adam and live with Christ, crucify sin and follow virtue." Wright maintained that, "to be brief, no man can say that God hath been a niggard with him; but that he hath been unanswerable to God." 29 Some pastoral authors searched for a variety of options they might present to English Catholics to encourage confession and penance within the restrictive environment of England. The traditional instruction to possess the "intent to confess as soon as was practical" took on new meaning for English Catholics who had little access to priests, and these authors understood this. For clerical authors of such treatises, it was largely a matter of stressing the function of the sacrament rather than its institutionalized form. As discussed above, the institutionalized form of the sacrament of penance consists of three stages: examination of conscience/show of contrition; confession to a priest, followed by judgment and absolution by a priest; and satisfaction, or the assigning of penance by a priest, which the penitent then performs. In 
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CHURCH HISTORY essence, English authors reinterpreted the second and third stages-the priest's traditional role in the sacrament through auricular confession, judgment, absolution, and assignment of penitential exercises. Such authors advocated self-examination of conscience, confession directly to God, self-judgment, absolution directly from God, and self-imposition of penance when a priest was not available.
One of the greatest challenges faced by these authors was to reframe these innovative understandings about penance in a manner that would be considered orthodox by Rome. Such authors did not intend to challenge church doctrine on the role of priests as mediators, nor did they intend to discourage confession and penance before a priest if one could be found. But, understanding that priests usually would not be on hand, these authors downplayed the strict injunction to confess before and be judged and absolved by a cleric.
In step-by-step fashion, the anonymously authored "A Praier of Confession and Repentence," included in the seventeenth-century Selected Praiers and devotions for severall occasions; and for all the yeare, found in the Harleian MSS of the British Library describes the process of self-examination of conscience, confession directly to God, self-judgment, absolution directly from God, and self-imposition of penance. 30 The writer of Selected Praiers intended this work to be used by families gathering at home for communal worship. 31 The prayer called such action "confession" and some of the phrases of the prayers were similar to those used by a priest in the sacramental rite of penance. One wonders how much difference an ordinary layperson with a troubled conscience would have or could have made between these prayers and the ones said by a priest.
In the manuscript, at the beginning of the confession, the supplicant at first expressed unworthiness to approach God directly and prayed:
Thou also, o Lord, beholdest, how I, a wicked and sinful wretch, have with my manifold sins and iniquities grieved and offended thee. I have sinned against Heaven and earth, and am unworthy to come before thee.
Yet English Catholics had to trust in a direct relationship with God. This author, agreeing with the anonymous author of the prayer that opened this article, bemoaned that English Catholics had few others to intercede for them.
I have sinned yet I am thine, and in Thee is all my trust. If thou cast me forth, who will receive me? If thou despise me, who will look upon me? To whom, oh Lord, shall I go, or whither shall I fly; but only unto Thee, in whom is all my Hope?
Directly addressing God, the believer began to confess without the aid of a priest:
Be merciful therefore to me, and in thy favor look upon me. O hear my prayer and hearken to my confession: for unto thee do I confess my sin and acknowledge mine iniquity.
At first the confession was a general admission of fault:
O God, my heart hath conceived sin and brought forth vain imaginations: my will and my desires have been wicked, and my works abominable. My eyes have taken delight to see vanity, and my ears to hear it; my tongue to speak it, my Hands to do it, and my feet to walk in it.
But then the supplicant was to divulge specifics:
Many have been the sins of my youth; and many are the sins of mine age. Sins of omission, and sins of Commission: (Here confess such sins in particular, as Thou art guilty of, and canst call to mind).
The author constructed a "fill-in-the-blank" section so that the believer could insert individual sins into the confession. A priest would have required the specifics of a penitent's sins, and the author of this prayer expected his readers to conform to this expectation even when a priest would not be present to hear the confession. Many of these English Catholic pastoral treatises contain long lists of questions the penitent should ask himself or herself about what sins they might have committed, reminiscent of the late medieval manuals of confession produced for use by priests when questioning their parishioners. The difference is that now the list of questions was being provided directly to the laypeople without the faceto-face mediation of the priest.
After this self-examination, which the author terms "confession," the show of contrition and request-made directly to God-for absolution began. The prayer used phrases that Catholics might have recognized as traditional Catholic prayers, yet the author emphasized again that the supplicant made this confession directly to God, not to a priest. The supplicant was to enumerate his many sins and then profess: 
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The supplicant went, step by step, through the requirements of the first stage and part of the second stage of penance: examination of conscience, contrition, and confession are all here.
Then the believer petitioned directly to God for absolution. The prayer clearly implied that this type of confession would be helpful in remitting sin and saving the soul. The believer prayed: that Thou . . . mayest be merciful unto me to blot out my sins and to wash away all mine iniquities. Oh, purge me and I shall be clean. Wash me, and I shall be whiter than snow.
This author employed Mary Magdalene, that saint who was said to have confessed directly to Christ and earned salvation from him, to show the efficacy of this type confession. English Catholics might hope that they could repeat the Magdalene's success. And if anything were missing from this type of confession and penance, supply it, Lord, please, the believer pleaded. The author ended with the Lord's Prayer, one of the prayers traditionally assigned by priests to their parishioners as part of the process of penance.
The author presented this type of self-examination, confession to and absolution directly from God, and satisfaction as conferring similar if not identical benefits as traditional sacramental penance. Souls would be "washed," "clean," "whiter than snow." Let this confession be enough, believers prayed, "even to the remission and forgiveness of all my sins." Some English Catholics wanted to believe this. They needed to believe this. No matter the author's theological or doctrinal position, some lay readers would probably not have the theological sophistication to make distinctions between the sacrament and this type of prayer.
Other authors attempted to show English Catholics how to use what religious tools they still possessed to answer to God directly for their sins and be forgiven. 33 In his translation of A treatise of penance published in 1617, the Franciscan William Stanney counseled readers how to examine one's own conscience, confess to God, pass judgment upon oneself, and engage in penitential exercises to achieve satisfaction, similar to the prayers in the Harleian MS. Although Stanney encouraged membership in the penitential Third Order of St. Francis, he recognized in his translator's preface that the original treatise had been written in a "Catholic country [France] (where all virtuous actions, and pious devotions are freely practiced)" and that it would be impossible for Englishmen to engage in the same activities. He freely admitted that he altered some of the original author's prescriptions and claimed his goal was to eliminate all doubts and difficulties English readers might experience in adopting the practices of the order and to "accommodate it . . . unto the convenience of the persons, time, and place of our Country." 34 Stanney suggested that the believer should "make an account between God and his conscience." 35 According to Stanney, as an English Catholic sat alone after having gone through the self-examination of conscience, the contrition, and the confession, the believer should then listen to what his conscience counseled, judge himself, and make satisfaction. As with the Harleian MS, there was no mention of the priest who traditionally would have judged the sinner. The conscience guided by God was a penitent's "chief accuser. If thou wilt obey and give ear unto it, thou shalt hear what thou must do." 36 Penitents must then "judge themselves and being sorry for their sins, do some penance for them, knowing that God our most loving Father . . . doth not punish twice the same thing," thereby fulfilling the functions of penance. 37 In the third book of his The Passions of the Mind in General, Thomas Wright offered each reader the means to "know his own inclination and to what Passions his Soul most bendeth" so that he may henceforth "moderate and mortify" those passions. 38 39 In what was perhaps a thinly veiled criticism of the Calvinist practice of public confession, Wright counseled readers not to confess their passions publicly. Your enemies, Wright argued, might use your weakness to your disadvantage, tempting you into sin. 40 After ferreting out one's inclination to sin, Wright advised critical selfjudgment. Wright, acting as many a priest would, comforted mild sinners. The more inclined one was to sin, however, the stronger and more forceful the remedy. The remedies Wright advocated ranged from diverting one's thoughts and avoiding occasions when one's passions might be enflamed to "scarceness in diet" and avoidance of pleasure. In cases in which a reader could not control his passions, Wright proposed that he "bridle the body, that is, to chastise it." Wright suggested traditional penitential acts such as fasting, praying, sleeping upon the hard ground, wearing of hair shirts, and subjecting oneself to "pinching cold" to promote virtue and quell passions. 41 If readers would follow these priests'/authors' instructions, they were told that they would avoid dying in mortal sin. Stanney recognized that his readers feared for their souls in the absence of priests to perform the sacrament of penance. The key was that: everyone having done Penance, according to the quality of his offence, either in act or in will, he might rest and sleep in security, which otherwise with Stanney made it clear when he was discussing the benefits of penance that he was referring to self-imposed penance. He argued from Ezekiel that God would remember the atonement for sin rather than the sin itself and continued that this was so:
especially if he [the penitent] exercise true justice upon himself, which requireth that according to the greatness of the sin, so should the penance be correspondent thereunto. Therefore must he first judge of the offense, and then use condign justice upon the offender, that is, himself, poor sinner, whose Penance ought not to be small . . . .
[Penance] saveth from eternal death, blotteth out not only the sins, but the very memory thereof also, giveth life to the soul, and preserveth it from ruin and eternal pains, which we take in doing thereof, doth deliver and preserve us from the endless pains of hell.
Stanney's self-imposed penance, in other words, appears to accrue the same benefits as the actual sacrament: "life to the soul," a return to a state of grace, the salvation of the soul. Stanney never directly advised his readers that these practices were a substitute for the actual sacrament of penance or that the benefits accrued were identical. Stanney's phrasing made it possible for laypersons reading his advice to believe that God would forgive their sins if each supplicant was contrite, confessed before God, sentenced himself to penance, and possessed the intent to confess to a priest when it became possible. Stanney ambiguously left it to the reader to interpret optimistically phrases suggesting that this type of penance "doth deliver and preserve us from the endless pains of hell" and that "(God) will accept of our penance and by his loving verity, he will perform what he hath promised for it: that is, his grace." 43 42 Stanney, A treatise, 109-10. 43 Stanney, A treatise, 55-57, 63.
In other words, these priests appear to advise their readers than an examination of conscience and confession performed alone before God followed by penitential acts of satisfaction were strong tools English Catholics possessed to obtain forgiveness of sins and attain salvation. English Catholics could gain absolution-the missing part of step two of the sacrament of penance-and avoid the pains of hell or Purgatory for offenses committed on earth if they judged and punished themselves according to Stanney's instructions. The members of Stanney's order, for example, by their small inconveniences and pains of practicing penance: in examining, being contrite and punishing their own faults, do surely obtain so great a benefit as to be freed from future pains, and be absolved, both at their entrance and hour of death also, from all their sins and pains due thereunto in Purgatory, and be restored again at their last hour, to that estate as it were of innocency, wherein they were when they were first baptized and after this transitory life, to pass securely by God's grace to eternal glory. 44 One thing that stands out in these pastoral works is the regular absence of the term "priest" or "cleric" in the wording of the texts. While it might appear that authors such as Stanney and the author of "A Praier of Confession and Repentence," bypassed the priestly role in a manner reminiscent of reformers' discussion of a "priesthood of all believers," these authors did not advise readers that they became priests themselves. A priest's mediation just took on a new form. In many ways, the clerical authors stood in for the usual parish priest to whom a Catholic would confess. They tried, through print, to ensure that readers would perform a similar sort of ritual as they would have had a parish priest been available. 45 Such authors could not, of course, provide absolution for confessions they had never heard. They could, however, still serve as spiritual counselors to Catholics by providing as detailed instructions as possible (and some of these instructions are intensely detailed) to teach their lay and clerical readers how to make a confession, earn forgiveness of sin, and effect a reconciliation with and absolution from God without a priest's physical presence since being in the physical presence of a priest was simply not possible for most English Catholics.
Interestingly, the majority of authors who made such recommendations to their lay readers were not Jesuits. Neither Robert Southwell and Robert Persons, for example, two of the most eloquent English Catholic writers, provided detailed instructions for self-examination of conscience-let alone self judgment and self-imposition of penance-in their best known guides 44 Stanney, A treatise, 113-14. 45 For example, see Dedicatory in Stanney, A treatise, A2v-A3. TROUBLED CONSCIENCES for English Catholics: Southwell's A Short Rule of Good Life and Persons's A Christian Directorie. Perhaps this is understandable given that Ignatius Loyola had already provided directions for self-examination of conscience contained in the First Week of the Spiritual Exercises. 46 Both authors wrote their guides for all Christians wishing to live lives of Christian virtue. Neither refers specifically to, or makes accommodations for, English Catholics' restrictive circumstances. Southwell, for example, advocated confession twice weekly to his readers, or at least every six months, which accords with Jesuit rules. Both Southwell and Persons promoted the sacrament of penance in these works but stressed the Roman Church's mediating role. Persons, in particular, repeatedly emphasized the authority of, and obedience due to, the priesthood and the Christ-given role of the Church in absolving sins. 47 In light of the larger Jesuit priorities of strengthening pastoral relationships between priests and laity and upholding papal authority in light of Protestant gains in the Reformation era, perhaps this is not surprising. This phenomenon merits further inquiry but is outside the scope of this present analysis.
The authors discussed here who did not place strong emphasis on the Church's mediating role in penance did not intend to challenge Catholic doctrine on the role of priests as mediators or to discourage sacramental penance before a priest if one were available. One of the authors' primary concerns was that their suggestions to believers fall within the bounds of orthodoxy. To have strayed outside these bounds would have endangered the souls of the very people for whom they were trying to care. In fact, by creatively adapting the church's traditional instructions for confession and penance, these priests were helping preserve the church's chain of command and the pastoral role of priests in function if not in traditional, institutional form.
Such clerical authors justified their adaptations on the basis of the Roman Church's traditional "exception to the rule"-cases of extreme necessity. Roman doctrine had always allowed that God could confer grace in the absence of priests and the sacraments in times of emergency. 48 For example, midwives might baptize dying babies if a priest were not available. A man dying alone might make a last confession of his sins and cleanse his soul without a priest's final absolution. The traditional instructions for emergency situations regarding the sacrament of penance, reiterated by authors such as Radford and Stanney, to possess the "intent to confess as soon as was 46 
III. PERSUADING ENGLISH CATHOLICS TO ACCEPT REINTERPRETATIONS OF PENANCE
An investigation into the recommendations in these pastoral texts is valuable in and of itself for the light it sheds on English Catholic lay and clerical cultures. 49 It suggests methods clerical authors used to succor a flock of English Catholics to which they could not minister personally and the menu of options available to lay Catholics concerned for the fate of their souls. Moreover, in comparison with my previous work on English Catholic reinterpretations of the sacrament of the altar, this study of penance suggests continuity in approaches taken by some English clerics to de-emphasize or reinterpret traditional rituals and sacraments so their countrymen might work toward salvation. 50 Ascetic penitents were often held up before English Catholics to advertise the fruits of self-judgment and self-imposition of penance. Robert Simpson, for example, a missionary priest who apostatized, was believed to have earned God's forgiveness through his penance. Protestant authorities arrested Simpson in Derbyshire in 1588 and condemned him to death. Simpson feared execution and began to conform, eventually repudiating Catholicism. Reprieved from his death sentence but still incarcerated, Simpson met two Catholic priests, Garlick and Ludlam, who convinced him to return to Catholicism. Turning his back on Protestantism, he imposed severe penance upon himself to repent of his sin. In July 1588, Simpson was executed along with Garlick and Ludlam.
Verses memorializing Simpson revealed the public perception that Simpson's self-imposed penance adequately redeemed his soul.
And what if Simpson seemed to yield For doubt and dread to die; He rose again, and won the field, And died most constantly 49 As Thayer has commented, "to understand the lay religious situation of late medieval Europe, we do well to look at teaching designed for and delivered to the laity" (Penitence, 4). 50 McClain, Lest We Be Damned, chapters 3 and 4. Simpson, in Christ-like fashion, "rose again." He had committed one of the greatest sins by publicly renouncing his religion, and yet English Catholics were told that Simpson won the day through devout prayer, abstinence, and austerity.
Simpson's example, though powerful, was atypical of day-to-day English Catholic experience and too austere to encourage many English Catholics to assume a similar yoke. How might writers have convinced average English Catholics to adopt the more moderate penance that they advertised in these printed texts? How could they persuade English Catholics to examine themselves, confess directly to God, judge themselves, and perform penitential acts?
First, they had to legitimize their adaptations of the traditional penitential message to which English Catholics were accustomed. Second, they had to tout the benefits of self-examination, self-judgment, and self-imposition of penance. To legitimate their efforts, English authors constructed a pedigree for their new prescriptions based on English history, scripture, and the writings of the most respected church fathers. Writers most often appealed to the New Testament, particularly the writings of Paul and the story of the penitent Mary Magdalene. Also prominent, however, were invocations of Old Testament figures, such as King David and the prophets Ezekiel and Jeremiah. 52 By drawing upon such respected sources, authors focused heavily on the spiritual comfort and saving grace that a person fearing for the health of her soul might attain through the re-conceptualized penitential practices advertised in these works.
Some authors validated their recommendations by appealing to specific penitential traditions of England. Stanney, for example, asked readers to imitate two of England's most recent Catholic queens: Katherine of Aragon and her daughter, Mary I. Stanney encouraged readers to adopt a penitential lifestyle by describing Katherine's reverence for penance. In addition to confessing twice or three times weekly and communicating once weekly, Katherine spent six hours in prayer at church daily, Stanney told readers. She reportedly prayed on her knees on the cold pavement. She ate moderately and "wore proper tertiary clothing under her gowns." 53 More commonly, however, authors of these English Catholic texts constructed a pedigree for self-examination, self-judgment, and self-imposition of penance based upon scripture and the writings of eminent theologians of the early Christian Church. For example, the Benedictines Arthur Crowther and Thomas Vincent, in their 1657 work The Dayly Exercise of the Devout Rosarists Containing several most pithy Practices of Devotion: profitable not only for such as are members of the sacred Rosary, but also for all pious Christians, attempted to legitimize these practices by citing the advice of the apostle Paul. "Let everyone examine and prove his own Works (Galatians 6)," Paul exhorted. Crowther and Vincent also consulted the prophet Jeremiah who encouraged "Let us all search narrowly, sift thoroughly, peruse diligently our own ways and works; Let's all summon ourselves to render a strict account of our life, actions, and conversation." 55 According to scripture, these authors maintained, God would not punish a sin for which man had already atoned, that "penance blotteth out the very memory of sin." 56 It was the act performed (penance) that garnered forgiveness rather than the individual (the priest or the layperson) performing the act. 57 After having constructed this type of powerful pedigree and justification for self-examination of conscience, self-judgment, and self-imposition of penance that they hoped would resonate with English Catholics, the next task these authors faced was to convince readers of the benefits of adopting their recommendations. The profits, they claimed, were God's saving grace and a closer relationship with Christ. These writers felt that there were some popular prejudices against such self-judgment and self-imposition of penance that would have to be overcome. Why, English Catholics might wonder, should they voluntarily assign themselves inconvenience, discomfort, or even pain? The English priest John Bucke, in his 1589 Instructions for the use of the beades, hoped a story might change perceptions. 54 Stanney, A treatise, Epistle of the translator. 55 Bucke's story addressed one of the most common misconceptions about penance: that penance was meant to cause pain or discomfort as punishment for only the most corrupt sinners. In secular justice, after all, the worse the offense, the worse the punishment. One's family or neighbors likely would perceive any voluntary adoption of restrictive penitential measures as a tacit admission that an individual had committed heinous sins.
To counter this perception, Bucke told the tale of a thief who adopted a penitential lifestyle after observing the habits of a devout monk. According to Bucke, the monk's abbot hoped to convince the thief to do good and ordered the monk to serve the thief. The monk was to give the thief whatever he demanded, and the thief and monk were always to eat and drink together. The abbot, however, commanded the monk to subsist only upon bread and water, no matter what the thief consumed.
The monk well performed what was commanded. In continuance of time, the thief observed the diet of the monk, and being somewhat amazed therewith all, he asked the monk what great offence he had committed, any murder, incest, or great crime. No, said the monk, I am not culpable of any heinous act. But this austerity I use to the end that the king of all kings may be more merciful to me at the latter day where every man's deeds shall appear.
The monk fasted in atonement for transgressions he might have committed. He comforted himself in this life with a comparably light penance, thereby decreasing his fears over what might happen at his Judgment. According to Bucke, the monk so impressed the thief that the thief joined the order and adopted a similar penitent lifestyle. 58 Bucke attempted to communicate that penance was a positive act, not a negative one. It signified the releasing of a burden rather than the taking up of one. A clear conscience could bring not only relief, but "jubilees of the heart." Wright likened the experience to a "great cluster of grapes," plump and succulent, hanging heavy on the vine, that go unpicked because Christians "fly mortification" and "attain not unto the sweet spiritual consolation of Christian charity." 59 Stanney asked, "What is the cause therefore that this way seemeth unto many to be so hard and painful that so few will pass thereby?" He concluded that people rejected penance because they had never tried it. The journey always seems rough and hazardous to those who have never set their feet upon the road. 
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CHURCH HISTORY made by travelling there than those who had never sailed westward. Similarly, Stanney suggested, Catholics ought to believe the claims of those who had actually practiced a penitent lifestyle. 60 Stanney's words made the consolation of penance sound like spiritual sustenance, much like writers who lauded the benefits of the eucharist. Stanney pointed to King David, who sought penance, wearing a hair shirt and eating ashes. David took this course, Stanney posited, seeking joy and consolation of the soul. God loved his servants who fasted and subjected themselves to penance. He rewarded their efforts in heaven, but also on earth, Stanney claimed, making penance "a sweet food and pleasant meat, which maketh them fat and strong." 61 Penance could also bring believers closer to Christ because the penitent Catholic imitated Christ's example. Christ led a life of austerity, showing moderation in food, drink, and apparel. In his forty days in the wilderness, he willingly fasted, thirsted, and deprived himself of comfort. At his crucifixion, he accepted pain not as a punishment to his body but for a greater spiritual good. Christ revealed "the way," 62 which was a journey to be taken, not a destination. Instead of needing a priest to perform the sacrament of penance, all of life could become ritualized, penitential behavior in imitation of Christ rather than subsumed under "Troubled or . . . Affrighted" consciences. English Catholics need only adopt new understandings of the functions of penitence separate from, but related to, the familiar form of the sacrament and incorporate them into all aspects of life.
Although martyrdom was the most extreme form of imitatio Christi, penance could forge links between English Catholics and crucified Christ as well. A poem or carol, Death at the Oxford Assizes, implored Catholics to suffer as Christ suffered by performing penance for sins so that they could obtain salvation. The author, the martyr Richard Gwynne (or White), coaxed:
From Jesu's cradle to His Cross, His life was naught but penance; Just it is for us to walk in His footsteps To gain eternal life Let us do our penance whiles we live We shall find him a merciful God; He will call us, we shall be judged And then we shall obtain our reward. 63 Here again, an author encouraged penance as a lifestyle, rather than an occasional ritual, to obtain the reward of salvation.
Stanney and Wright utilized language of the crucifixion to persuade their readers to do penance for their sins and bond with Christ. Man's sinful desires and pleasures offended and displeased God, Stanney chastised. Therefore, he coaxed, "let us henceforth crucify this naughty man of ours, that Jesus Christ our Savior may live in us . . . let us therefore humble ourselves to death, even of the Cross: let us mortify our flesh with great fervor, let us chastise it with abstinence and severe penance." 64 Life was "warfare upon earth," according to Wright, for the good Christian. The goal was to crucify a sinful nature, refining it in Christ's image. 65 Wright alluded to some of the crucifixion's most powerful symbols-Christ's crown of thorns and the five wounds-when discussing the penance that readers should perform. 66 English Catholics needed to bond with Christ. By using these prayers of selfexamination, judgment, and penance, English Catholics enjoyed a new opportunity to identify with Christ through equating their individual redemption with Christ's achievement of universal redemption for humankind on the day of crucifixion. In pre-reform England, believers typically achieved this closeness through the sacrament of the altar, to which English Catholics no longer had reliable access. They could compensate by substituting and altering their understandings of other traditional religious practices such as penance to create new avenues to experience Christ.
IV. ENGLISH CATHOLICS ADOPTING A PENITENT LIFESTYLE
Despite these authors' persuasive advertisements of the benefits of selfexamination, self-judgment, and self-imposition of penance, would English Catholics buy into this re-conceptualization of penance? Evidence of lay adoption of such practices is rare. Self-examinations and self-judgments were personal matters. They would not likely be discussed in detail in letters between Catholics. The scant number of Catholic diaries of this period occasionally includes comments regarding examinations of conscience, but they do not go into sufficient detail to allow us to see if these authors' specific prescriptions have been adopted as part of this private ritual. What the evidence indicates is that English Catholics felt they needed to soothe their troubled and affrighted consciences and that English Catholics were 64 Stanney, A treatise, 7; For further example, see Wright, Passions, 319-20, who instructed readers to crucify their sins so that they might follow the path of virtue. 65 Wright, Passions, 91-92. 66 Wright, Passions, 153.
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CHURCH HISTORY searching for alternative means to reap the benefits provided by the church and its sacraments and to renew closeness with God. One-on-one contrition, confession, and satisfaction before God himself could achieve these goals in the absence of the sacrament of penance. The conclusion that some lay Catholics adopted such practices is strengthened by the rare piece of evidence such as the lay-authored prayer with which this article began. Many Catholics, the author bemoaned, had no one to care for their souls. In priests' absence, God stepped forward to care for the believer's soul. For this layperson, God revealed the supplicant's sins and the proper atonement due for them just as the clerical authors suggested. God personally guided the believer back to the road of salvation.
While it is impossible to estimate the size of the audience exposed to books and ideas advocating self-examination, judgment, and penance, we do have evidence that such books were circulating and that Catholics of varying ranks encountered them. Inventories of Catholic books seized by Protestant authorities include such books. One such seizure appears to have included copies of both Stanney's A treatise of penance and Wright's Passions of the Mind. 67 Extant inventories of the private libraries of Catholics also contain such works. 68 Missionary priests sent letters requesting that such books in the vernacular be sent to the isle from the Continent. 69 Additionally, authors strove to make their advice accessible to a wide audience of laypersons, not just erudite individuals of nobility and gentry rank. Radford, for example, encouraged the "unlearned" to read his work or have others read it to him, emphasizing how he had used plain words and accommodated himself to "the plain man's understanding." 70 This was no idle hope. Catholics below the rank of yeoman were arrested carrying pastoral works of this type. 71 Moreover, we have confirmation that English Catholics were performing penance, sometimes of the extreme variety. As might be expected, English clerics performed penance. They could confess themselves or one another and then seek absolution. Some clerics, however, adopted lifestyles of severe 67 TROUBLED CONSCIENCES penance and often did so publicly, serving as powerful advertisements of penance to other Catholics. In 1591, for example, Protestant authorities executed the priest Montford Scot at the end of Fetter Lane in the Fleet Street area of London. During his imprisonment, Scot reportedly spent many hours daily praying upon his knees on the hard floors of his prison cell causing his knees to become rough and callused. When Scot was stripped prior to his death, one observer reportedly shouted, "I should be glad to see any one of our ministers with knees as much hardened by constant prayer as we see this man's are." Scot also fasted during his incarceration and grew thin waiting for his day of execution. Scot died alongside another priest, George Beesley, whom jailers had tortured and whom onlookers described as "a living skeleton of a man." A bystander, taken aback by the appearance of the two priests-one a penitent and one a victim of torture-allegedly called out in the crowd, "Is this treason? I came to see traitors and have seen saints." Protestant authorities arrested the catcaller and threw him in prison. 72 Public evidence of penance could powerfully move lay sentiment and perhaps encourage private penitence. If a priest, whose sins were presumably few, needed to perform penance, then perhaps lay Catholics, whose sins were presumably greater, should consider adopting the practice. Furthermore, if such men felt that Catholicism merited imprisonment and self-imposed austerity, perhaps it was worthwhile to remain faithful to the old religion.
Some lay Catholics also performed penance, some even making penance a lifestyle rather than an isolated event, just as authors counseled. When Protestant authorities captured William Goodwyn and Brigett Palmer in 1587, they discovered a trove of Catholic papers and objects. Included in the inventory of absolutions, indulgences, pictures, and rosaries, they record a "whip of five cords." Each cord had a brass spur attached at the end. 73 Goodwyn and Palmer evidently lived their daily lives gravely concerned over the eventual fate of their souls. They collected absolutions and indulgences, the church's forgiveness for sins. They prayed the rosary, another tool to garner remission of sins. Either one or both practiced flagellation with the whip, a severe form of self-imposed penance to repudiate sin and provide comfort.
Lay Catholics performed penance in jails, both in groups or individually, beneath the noses of Protestant authority, just as the priests Montford Scot and Robert Simpson had done. 74 77 John Gibson, a tailor, for example, secretly wore a hair shirt under his clothing while he was imprisoned for seven years before his death some time between 1585 and 1587. 78 Protestant jailers knew of such activities and even mocked them. In 1626, the provost marshal of Middlesex, John Tendring, suggested to the House of Commons that since Catholic prisoners "use whipping and fasting to merit heaven," the prisons should benefit from their austerity. Catholic prisoners were often unable to pay their jail fees, Tendring observed. If fasting and hardship were so valued by Catholics, why not make use of these values to cut prison expenses and discipline the prisoners? 79 Penance could be used to advance multiple agendas.
V. A NEW VOICE IN LARGER DEBATES ON PENANCE IN REFORMATION EUROPE
Differing understandings of penance constituted one of the major battlefields of the Reformation era. Tentler comments that at the same time that Continental writers upheld traditional understandings of the sacrament of penance, Protestants considered the "destruction" of sacramental penance to be a "primary and essential goal." 80 TROUBLED CONSCIENCES one's conscience can be found in many spiritual guides of the period, not just in English Catholic ones. Morning and evening examinations of conscience had frequently been recommended by the pre-reform English church and by postreform authors, both Catholic and Protestant. The difference lay in the benefits each group attributed to such examinations and what other activities, such as confession to or absolution by a priest, they assumed would follow such private examinations.
English Catholic prescriptions also differ from recommendations regarding penance by Catholic authors on the Continent following the Council of Trent. The post-Tridentine Roman Church made little accommodation to the restrictive realities of Catholic worship in England. Many post-reform English Catholic prayer books written during Elizabeth's reign still assume a priest will be physically present to perform the sacrament of penance. The most popular prayer book of the period, Vaux's Catechism, included instructions for confession. As an exile living on the continent in 1567, Lawrence Vaux had little experience with the daily challenges of practicing Catholicism in Protestant England. Vaux upheld the Council of Trent's insistence upon sacramental penance. A priest must be present to hear confession while performing the traditional sacrament despite the obvious impracticality of such a tenet. 82 The authors who attempted to provide pastoral care to the English Catholic laity did not wish to contradict directly the Roman Church's teachings on this point. They were often selective, however, about which of the Council of Trent's mandates they chose to promote. Crowther and Vincent, for example, advertised that the Council of Trent supported the type of self-examination of conscience which these authors advised. The Decrees of the Council commanded "every Christian 'to examine himself seriously and to sound the deepest secrets, the most hidden folds, the darkest corner of his soul and conscience.'" The Council, however, assumed that Catholics would enjoy regular access to priests and the sacrament of confession and penance. The Council's enjoinment, therefore, was intended to encourage introspection prior to confession before a priest. 83 The Council did not advocate selfjudgment or the self-imposition of penance as Crowther and Vincent would. 82 Lawrence Vaux, A catechisme or a Christian doctrine necessarie for children & the ignorant people (Liège, 1583 ed.), aiii. Although some Catholic commentators criticized Vaux's insistence on the continuation of late medieval practices, it is Vaux's views on penance with which lay English Catholics would have been most familiar due to the wide circulation of his catechism in the first decades of Elizabeth's reign. First printed in 1567, it was reprinted in 1574, 1583, 1599, and 1605 and circulated throughout England. 83 The Council made this commandment to help Christians avoid receiving absolution from an incomplete confession (that is, holding back information on sins committed), which was considered sacrilege.
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On its own, the Council's self-examination would not be intended to accrue the same benefits toward salvation as Crowther and Vincent's. 84 Post-Tridentine Catholic prayer books translated into English but written on the Continent by non-English authors during this period also advocated lay examinations of conscience, however without self-judgment and selfimposition of penance. They also insisted upon a priest's physical presence for confession and absolution. The Italian Gasparo Loarte's instructions for morning and evening examination of conscience, printed in English in 1613, for example, included a thanksgiving for God's blessings; a request for God's, Mary's, saints', and angels' protection and aid; a consideration of what sins have been committed; a craving for pardon for those sins; and the intention to avoid such sins in the future "with a purpose to confess that which we may have already transgressed in" to a priest. 85 Although Loarte asked readers to recite prayers such as the Pater noster, these prayers were not intended as acts of penance as they were in the books authored by English Catholics discussed above. Instead they were suggested as offerings to God on the behalf of others' souls, both living and dead. Notably absent were exhortations similar to those made by many post-reform English authors for readers to pass harsh judgment upon themselves.
The Spanish Jesuit Francis Borgia, the third General of the Society of Jesus, issued similar instructions for examinations of conscience without selfjudgment or self-imposition of penance. Borgia suggested no Pater nosters, Ave Marias, or any type of penance for the sins that a reader might identify in himself. 86 Borgia clearly did not intend for his readers to judge themselves and risk usurping the proper functions of priests. In his directions for the sacrament of penance, he asked readers to take care in choosing a "virtuous, prudent, and expert priest." The priest alone would judge, absolve, and issue penance which the reader should lose no time in performing. 87 In the face of Protestant challenges to the role of the clergy, it was crucial for these continental Catholic writers to preserve the chain of authority within the Roman Church. Through apostolic succession, priests were channels to God's grace. Through the sacraments and rituals of the church, priests mediated for laypersons as Christ's authorized representatives on earth. There was little creativity shown in interpreting the priests' role, as some English priests and writers chose to do.
Reformers on the Continent and in England critiqued penance on many grounds. Both Luther and Calvin criticized sacramental confession as burdensome. The salvation promised was impossible to achieve. It caused individuals to be tormented with the hopelessness of identifying and confessing every sin committed under pain of damnation. 88 Instead, Luther argued that Christ's sacrifice on the cross achieved forgiveness of sins for humankind once and for all. This is not to suggest that Protestant reformers considered conscience, contrition, and sinfulness unimportant. Instead, reformers asked believers to focus upon and experience contrition for their own general, inherent sinfulness rather than becoming preoccupied with expiating individual sins. In this way, sinners might amend their entire lives. 89 Although there existed some variety among English Protestant mentalities and attitudes toward confession and penance, the most widespread type of English Protestant confession was a formal, general confession of sin made publicly. 90 Rather than having an individual chronicle each sin privately before a priest, the entire congregation simultaneously recited:
Almighty God, Father of Our Lord Jesus Christ, Maker of all things, Judge of all men, We acknowledge and bewail Our manifold sins and wickedness, Which we from time to time most grievously have committed in thought, word, and deed against thy divine Majesty, provoking most justly thy wrath and indignation against us. We do earnestly repent, and are heartily sorry for these our misdoings. The remembrance of them is grievous unto us. The burden of them is intolerable. Have mercy upon us, Have mercy upon us most merciful Father; For thy Son, our Lord, Jesus Christ's sake, forgive us all that is past, and grant that we may ever hereafter serve and please thee in newness of life, to the honor and glory of thy name, through Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen. 91 88 
There was no intimate examination of conscience preceding this confession. The cleric did not ask detailed questions to any individual or the group as a whole about their sexual activities, drinking habits, vanity, gossiping, or uncharitable thoughts as seen in Stanney's and Wright's directives. Because every person, as a descendant of Adam, was guilty of all sin, the reformers taught that no individual need examine his own conscience to ferret out and confess each sin as a prerequisite to salvation.
Nor should reformers' rejection of sacramental penance be seen to imply that individuals no longer consulted the clergy privately on matters of conscience. They certainly did, but now such meetings served a pastoral purpose rather than a sacramental one. 92 Luther, for example, denounced mandatory, sacramental confession yet continued to insist that confession was necessary for an individual's consolation. Calvin was reluctantly willing to hear parishioners' confessions but used such discussions as opportunities to explain that his counsel was not a sacrament nor should it be. 93 In addition to the general public confession above, non-sacramental private auricular confessions remained optional in the Church of England. 94 As Keith Thomas, John Bossy, and Thomas Tentler have noted, Protestant churchmen quickly realized that the Catholic confessional had served an important purpose: the enforcement of religious and social morality. The Book of Common Prayer accordingly commanded the celebrant at the Lord's Supper to encourage all parishioners who were troubled to come to him privately for comfort and counsel. 95 This practice, however, differed in several significant ways from the Catholic confession and penance described above. Parishioners were not compelled to seek out the cleric. The word "confession" was not used nor was the cleric to examine or absolve the parishioner. No penance was to be assigned to remit the temporal punishment of any sin. The cleric was to be a counselor to heal the parishioner's guilty conscience rather than a mediator who provided access to salvation. 96 Reformers also questioned the necessity to salvation of making satisfaction for sin. Protestants reached heaven through their faith in the sufficiency of Christ's sacrifice, not through expiating the punishment due for their sins through penance or other good works. For example, following the general form of confession above, the cleric pronounced an assurance of absolution over all the parishioners simultaneously. God would have mercy upon the believer and "pardon and deliver you from all your sins, confirm and strengthen you in all goodness, and bring you to everlasting life." 97 No penance was required because a believer's faith in God's immeasurable grace was sufficient to earn salvation. 98 Penance could be appropriate but only if done as a sign of sincerity and justification rather than to make satisfaction for sins. 99 By contrasting these differing views on confession and penance, it becomes evident that English Catholic accommodations to the realities of practicing Catholicism illegally in a Protestant country provide an alternative to historians' and theologians' traditional understandings of Catholic and Protestant debates on this issue. Penance was at the heart of Reformation-era conflicts. The post-Tridentine Roman Church upheld the pre-reform sacrament of penance performed by one's parish priest for forgiveness of sins to help save one's soul. A priest served as judge, examining the penitent and listening to the accused testify against himself. The priest, as God's representative on earth and vested with full authority to forgive sins, absolved the believer and passed a sentence of penance upon the sinner. English Catholic authors of the pastoral works discussed here fully supported more on Greenham, see Theodore Dwight Bozeman, The Precisianist Strain: Disciplinary Religion & Antinomian Backlash in Puritanism to 1638 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press for the Omohundro Institute of Early American History and Culture, 2004), chapters 4 and 5. 97 See form of absolution in Wigan, Liturgy, 7. 98 A majority of reformers valued penance but not as a sacrament and not to achieve forgiveness of sin. Instead, they understood it in light of being truly repentant or contrite for one's misdoings. True guilt and contrition were seen as evidence of God's saving grace rather than as a means to that grace. Once the believer's heart buckled under his guilt and remorse, Protestant clerics consoled him that this was proof of his complete and wholly unmerited forgiveness from Christ. Moreover, Protestant reformers decried the asceticism and self-mortification of many Catholic penitents. Rather than viewing self-denial as holy, Protestants believed that financial security and honor inclined the believer to do even more good in the world and was evidence of God's special favor. William Hunt, The Puritan Moment: The Coming of Revolution in an English County (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1983), 120-21, 126. 99 See Martin Luther, Three Treatises, 294, 308. John Calvin, Institutes of the Christian Religion, book 3, chapters 3-10, suggests that properly performed penance consists of changes in lifestyle, revitalization of the spirit, and even mortification of the flesh, so long as such mortification is done prudently and not misguidedly or zealously. In general, however, reformers encouraged internal versus external acts of penance. Both in The Oxford Encyclopedia of the Reformation, 3:243.
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CHURCH HISTORY this interpretation of the sacrament of penance. Some of these authors counseled, however, that in the absence of its availability, the believer might bypass the priest and examine himself, confess directly to God, and impose judgment and penance upon himself as directed by God. In contrast, the Protestant Church of England denied the validity of sacramental confession and penance altogether. English Protestants, like the English Catholics, claimed that God himself forgave sins without a priest's intercession. Unlike the English Catholics, however, they devalued the priest's role in confession. And unlike the English Catholics who imposed penance upon themselves to atone for their sins, the Church of England taught that no such penance was necessary to earn salvation. Self-evaluation, criticism, and repentance were encouraged and, indeed, expected among English Protestants, but such actions were not understood as producing salvific grace in the same way as they were for Catholics. 100
VI. CONCLUSION
The mid-seventeenth-century prayer with which this article began conveyed the reality of the English Catholic situation: many lay Catholics had "troubled consciences" and "affrighted" souls. Also contained in this prayer, however, are hints as to how English Catholics could learn to comfort themselves in their adversity. The anonymous author continued:
Oh hear me for thy Son Jesus's sake. That it may please thee to recompense all those whom thou hast raised to be Instruments of any good to me: such as have taken care of my soul and instructed me in the way to Heaven; such as have counseled me when I have gone astray, supplied me in my wants, comforted me in my heaviness and have had that high Charity for me, as to reprove me when I have sinned. 101 English Catholics secretly culled religious knowledge and solace from whatever sources were still available: books, peripatetic priests, lay friends, neighbors, and family members. The author asked God to bless those who had been "Instruments of any good" to him. Significantly, the word "priest" or "cleric" never appears in this prayer. 102 Church had hitherto allowed only in cases of extreme necessity became the day-to-day rule in England. By examining their own consciences, judging themselves, and exacting penance upon themselves, some authors told English Catholics that they would obtain many of the same results as sacramental confession and penance: remission of sin, salvation of the soul, and a closer, comforting relationship with Christ. It would have been difficult for a lay reader to discern much difference between benefits associated with the traditional sacrament and profits advertised by these authors for the alternatives they prescribed. Perhaps this confusion was what the priests intended. They wanted to encourage the actual sacrament whenever possible, but when not possible, the authors wanted English Catholics to protect their souls as best they could. They wanted to comfort English Catholics. Evidence suggests that some English Catholics adopted a penitential lifestyle, as these pastoral authors prescribed.
On a larger scale, this investigation into penance is part of a more detailed examination into how ordinary Catholics transformed their understandings of pious practices following the ideological clashes of the Reformation era. This analysis suggests ways in which ordinary lay and clerical Catholics in the British Isles-though seemingly isolated from their counterparts in Rome and on the continent-subtly reshaped what it meant to be a Catholic. Despite characterizations of the Reformation-era Roman Church as doctrinal, orthodox, and traditional, the Church remained, as it always had been, defined by the interplay between the rules handed down by the Church, the efforts of pastoral clergy, and the reception of these rules by ordinary believers. There were believers who, in the case of English Catholics, were intensely devoted to the Roman Church and its hierarchy, and yet felt free to ask for help directly from God, asking God "to hear the Groans and Cries of all that are afflicted either outwardly or inwardly in Body or Soul: especially such who being oppressed for conscience sake have no place to fly unto nor no man careth for their souls," trusting that they could make such a request resting comfortably within the bounds of the Roman Church.
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